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Abstract: Smartness is a construct that has historical and present implications in mathematics. What it means to be smart and who is smart has often been described in very narrow, European-centric, and male dominated ways. Messages about smartness are communicated at the macro, meso, and micro-level. In this talk I focus on the micro-level as I briefly describe how Black fifth grade learners during a summer mathematics program conceptualize smartness in both traditional and non-traditional ways. Relatedly I leverage critical moments, that is moments that students mention during classroom instruction that communicated or signaled smartness. It is in the moments that I unpack the messages that a teacher communicates and the method in which those messages are communicated. Implications of this work highlights the ways in which through the practice of teaching we can disrupt normalized patterns of practice, whiteness, with practice that opens up what it means to be smart and who is smart in ways that are both authentic to the discipline and to the identities of students.
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